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I. Fill in the blanks using the words given in the box.   5

Narrow         Kindness           Water            Promise      Hunter

1. Chik – Chik forgot  his ____________________.

2. The ant went to drink ____________________ from the river.

3. The bridge was ______________________.

4. The ____________________ came to kill the dove.

5. ____________________ is a great virtue.

II. Tick () the right answer:    5

1. The two lions / goats wanted to cross the river.

2. Little Chick  –  Chick was obedient / naughty.

3. Peacock  / crane pulled out the little chick-chick.

4. The dove was sitting on a cow / tree.

5. Always obey / disobey your elders.

III. Match the following:      5



1. River                        -           a) Co-operated with each other

2. Black goat                -           b) water

3. Brown Goat             -           c) stronger

4. Both goats                -           d) forest

5. Bowl                        -           e) stepped lightly on the black goat

IV. Write (T) for True and (F) for False statements.   5

1. Mother hen was drinking milk from the bowl.              (            )

2. Mother was very angry with crane.                               (            )

3. The ant was very hungry.                                              (            )

4. The ant slipped into the river.                                        (            )

5. The hunter wanted to kill the ant.                                   (            )

V. Answer the following questions.  5
1. What did the black goat do to help the brown goat?

     

2. Who fell into the bowl?

___________________________________________________

3. Who came to save the Chik-Chik?

___________________________________________________
4. Who saw the ant drowning?

___________________________________________________



5. What did the dove do to save the ant?

VI. Look at the pictures below and identify the name of the 
story.                            5

_____________________________________________________________

VII. Look at the pictures given below. Tick () the ones that 
showkindness and the cross () the ones that don’t, in the 
boxes provided.  5

VIII.Pick the matching word from the box and write on the line 
under the picture. 5

Bridge   -   hen   -   dove   -   ant   -   crane



          _____________                       _____________                        _____________

                        ______________                            ______________

IX. Unscramble the words and write them.5

a) owb - _________     b)ootf - _________ c) afle - __________

d) hoolsc - ____________e) reet - _______________

X. Colour the given picture:                                 5




